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Editorial
Welcome to the 9th edition
of Operations.Insights –
A place to explore trends and
issues we face in operations
management – both today
and tomorrow.
We all share one dream in these days … and this dream
is about an agent – not James Bond in this case – but
an active agent that treats COVID and helps our society
to increase its RESILENCE. When I sat down to write
this editorial in late November, a few companies had
already announced that they had found a highly effective
vaccine for COVID-19. The world gave a collective sigh
of relief over the news that a vaccine was entering the
final steps needed for licensing and distribution.
Unfortunately, licensing alone will not solve all the
problems the world faces with this little protein. Getting
the vaccine to all the people who need it in all parts of
the world will be a huge effort for the world’s supply
chains. Not only the physical logistics will need to be
on point, but demand management, network setup,
planning, production, transport management, global
trade and final stocking will all require new ways of
working, new processes, and new investments to get
the job done properly. Distributing the vaccine will
require a lot of “Fingerspitzengefühl” (the lead story
in our mid-year edition).
IATA (The International Air Transport Association) has
called the distribution of the COVID-19 vaccine the
largest and most complex global logistics operation
ever undertaken. It’s not only due to the cooling and
temperature control requirements for the vaccine,
but also to issues like limited freight capacities and
limited cooling infrastructure. The world will need some
15 million coolers, 15,000 domestic and international
flights, thousands of climatized pharma trailers and
billions of dollars in infrastructure investments. Such
supply chain capabilities will become highly sought
after – perhaps even constituting a backbone of
future wealth.
For sure, this endeavor will keep us busy for the
next months and years. In the meantime, there is
no time to stand still. Just the opposite: We need to
move forward quickly – issues we discuss in this
Operations.Insights.

Together with the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), Accenture has developed a supply
chain stress test that is comparable to the one used
in banking after the financial crisis of 2007 and 2008.
The test can be used to help companies mitigate risks
during a crisis. I am delighted to provide you a sneak
preview of what this is about and how the test can help
your company ensure resilience.
In this issue, you will also find articles on resilience in
procurement, S&OP, digital manufacturing and of
course the inevitable discussion about how supply
chain and operations can gain from upcoming SAP S/4
transformations.
In addition, we introduce our industry-specific guest
article. It is about the role of supply chains in enabling
gene therapies. In this piece, you will find our perspective
on the crucial supply chain characteristics for this new
era of medicine.
I wish you an insightful read. As always, we are looking
forward to discussing your feedback and challenges
within the domains of supply chain, operations and
sustainability.

Best regards,

Michael A. Meyer
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Logistics in times of
COVID-19
Recalling the toil of logistics in spring 2020
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2020 has been a tough year for global supply chains, as
COVID-19 took a drastic toll on both supply and demand
across almost all industries. With trade volumes responding
quickly and a dynamic situation of lock-down measures and
capacity constraints, transport markets reacted immediately.
Maintaining the “flow of goods” was among the top priorities
for many producing companies.
Here we re-examine the situation in European road,
ocean and airfreight markets, which we monitored on
a regular basis as part of Accenture’s COVID-19
Logistics Radar. From this, we derive key lessons
learned for logistics leaders.

European overland

When many European countries introduced
unprecedented lock-down and border closure
measures in mid to late March, European road freight
markets came to a sudden stop. As a result, many
shippers were initially left desperate to ship their
goods, as available transport capacities dropped by
20-40 percent across Europe and spot market rates
skyrocketed.1
After this initial shock, the tables started to turn quickly.
Large parts-producing industries came to a halt during
April, causing European transport volumes to implode
across virtually all industries (see Figure 1). This led to
a decline in demand for transport services.

With a relatively fixed supply/availability of transport
services, resulting road transportation overcapacities
sent spot market prices down by 5-15 percent across
Europe.1 This took a toll on the financial stability of
European Logistics Service Providers (LSPs). According
to a survey by the German Bundesamt für Güterverkehr,
70 percent of LSPs said their order situation was poor
in early May, and nearly 60 percent said the same
about their liquidity.
While LSPs faced significant financial challenges, the
situation offered unique opportunities for companies
that applied smart technologies to take advantage of
dynamic market situations. For instance, a consumer
goods company was able to use an artificial intelligence
(AI)-powered smart tendering tool to optimize use of
the transportation spot market, thereby generating
savings of 5 percent vs. contracted rates.3

Figure 1: Indexed european overland transport volumes by industry group2
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Since the severe disruptions in the spring of 2020, the
transport market largely came to rest and demand as
well as available transport volumes stabilized. Though
COVID-19 did not yet disappear, its effects are seen
only occasionally and in a much less severe way now
than at the time of the first shock.

Global ocean freight

These developments in the first weeks of 2020 were
then compounded as a second wave of COVID-19
emerged. China began recovering from the pandemic
as of April, but the lack of traffic was leading to new
problems: Global sea freight relies on the constant
exchange of equipment around the globe. A refrigerated
container may be loaded in Brazil, brought to Europe,
filled again, brought to the UAE, emptied, and then
transported to China to be filled up again. This story
repeats itself millions of times a month. In Q2 2020
however, transport equipment was piling up at some
ports while warehouses spilled over at other ports that
did not have the equipment required to handle goods.
This was happening as global supply and demand
shocks continued, further reducing demand for sea
freight and port operations. We observed severe
congestion in all parts of the world (see Figure 3).

As a result, ocean freight carriers responded with
blank sailings and route cancellations, mostly to and
from China. The number of typical blank sailing
announcements surged to 50% percent at times vs.
much lower typical announcements during the
Chinese New Year.4

Unlike many road carriers, ocean freight carriers
maintained financial stability. By introducing blank
sailings, they maintained high utilization of their vessels
and stabilized freight rates. Meanwhile, clogged up
harbors also generated demurrage and detention
charges. Since the initial outbreak, much has changed.
At the time of writing in November 2020, global sea
freight has stabilized, and many rates even increased.
Tightly linked to global trade, the entire ocean freight
industry has a positive outlook until 2025.

The global sea freight market was hit by COVID-19 in
two waves. The first wave hit China in mid-January.
Coinciding with the Chinese New Year festival, the
emerging lockdowns across China basically put
Chinese production to a halt. Trade volumes at Chinese
ports declined drastically as the pandemic advanced.
By February, volumes had fallen to approximately
80 percent of 2019’s volumes (see Figure 2). The
enormous supply shock dried up entire supply chains
in the US and Europe.

Figure 2: Blank sailings by source / cancellation reason4
Weekly number of announced blank sailings in global maritime traffic as of 3.4.2020, by cause
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Figure 3: Global cargo port risk assessment – snapshot June 20205
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Air freight

As the epidemic became a global pandemic and
countries introduced restrictions on the transportation
of goods, including border closures, international air
freight markets were impacted significantly. This
resulted in record air freight capacity declines in early
2020, with a peak decline in daily international cargo
capacity in early April (see Figure 4). Mostly, these
declines were caused by the forced grounding of
passenger airplanes, as their capacities are also used
for cargo transports. With roughly two-thirds of the
world’s passenger jets grounded in early April, reduced
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passenger belly capacities drove this decline, with
actual freighter capacities remaining relatively stable.
Although the situation was improving, global air cargo
capacity in September was still more than 20 percent
lower than last year. Notably, cargo recovery rates vary
significantly across major trade lanes (see Figure 5).
While Pacific volumes were up compared to last year,
North Atlantic volumes continued to be extremely low,
given the large amount of passenger belly capacity
on these lanes.

Figure 4: Daily international airfreight cargo capacity March – September 20206
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Figure 5: Change in year-on-year flown capacity across major airfreight trade lanes7
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As capacities declined, air cargo rates soared and
continue to be at record levels (although prices started
to decline from peaks in mid-May). Given these trends,
rates are likely to remain above last year’s levels. In
addition, due to current ocean freight dynamics, the
Europe-China rail link is expected to continue booming.
That’s because it provides a viable alternative between
long-lead ocean freight and costly air freight.

What this means for logistics
operations management

While the COVID-19 crisis and all the developments
described above caused much unpredictability, volatility
and general distress, the crisis was also a source of
innovation. It gave companies a brutally honest view
of their supply chain resilience. As the “last step” in the
chain of fulfilling customer demand, logistics operations
were put in the spotlight. As a result, logistics leaders
should use the momentum to build their logistics
capabilities. We observed three characteristics that
helped companies handle the crisis well and should
now be the focus in preparing for any future crisis:

1. (Continue to) focus on visibility

Knowledge is power. And indeed, supply chain visibility
was essential in handling the COVID-19 impact on
logistics markets, as it enabled early recognition of
potential problems and enabled a more proactive riskmanagement approach.
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2. Invest in LSP relationship management

Long-term partnerships pay off. And indeed, the crisis
showed that a good relationship with LSPs is crucial.
Companies that had avoided trying to squeeze out the
last-possible rate discounts from their LSPs benefitted
because their LSPs were more committed to
supporting them and to getting the most critical
deliveries to their destinations.

3. Be open for innovation

Necessity is the mother of invention. And indeed, the
unprecedented developments during the COVID-19
crisis forced global supply chain managers to think
outside the box. This led, for example, to the revival of
the Silk Road, with cargo trains going all the way from
the Middle Kingdom to Duisburg, Germany. Be on the
lookout for innovation wherever it may peek its head.
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The supply chain
stress test
Learn from today’s crisis and make your
supply chain more resilient
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Resilience is critical for securing supply chain operations in
times of crisis. To help you get there, we have developed a
new approach that goes beyond the classical forms of risk
assessment. We call it the supply chain stress test.
During past catastrophes, companies with a more
resilient supply chain had significantly fewer disruptions
compared to their peers that experienced a similar
effect. For example, after the flood in Thailand and
the earthquake in Japan in 2011, Nissan and GM
experienced fewer problems with their material flow,
were able to continue operations soon after the events
and reclaimed lost market share much faster. Both
companies were doing continuous supply chain risk
monitoring at the time of the crisis, adapted their
supplier network quickly and defined emergency
response plans immediately. In addition, their whole
operations are designed more decentralized and
regional.1, 2 The supply chains and operations of
both companies showed the ability to absorb, adapt
and recover from the disaster, a hallmark of supply
chain resilience.
According to an industry survey with 1,281 respondents –
after seeing the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic –
96 percent of companies say measures should be taken
to avoid future supply chain disruptions and increase
their resilience.3 However, 58 percent surveyed said
that increased supply chain resilience is tied with a
significant higher cost and that the benefits are difficult
to quantify.4
Since making supply chains more resilient requires
investment, three key questions must be answered:
What’s my current level of supply chain resilience,
where do we invest to improve resilience, and what
monetary benefit can such an investment yield?
Currently most companies answer these questions
only qualitatively.5
To address these questions in a fact-based and
quantitative manner, Accenture and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) jointly developed the
supply chain stress test. The test is comparable to that
used in banking after the financial crisis of 2007 and
2008 and also aims to mitigate risks during a crisis. It is
designed to tell companies (1) how resilient their supply
chain is in numbers (2) where the potential points of
failure are (3) what the associated financial exposure
would be in the case of disruption (4) which adequate
mitigation strategies and plans would work and (5) and
how resilient their supply chain is compared to peers.

To provide this information, we use a digital twin (see
fact box) of the company’s supply chain and confront
that model with a set of catastrophic scenarios to
understand how the supply chain would react under
these extreme conditions. The results can then be used
to design ways to become more resilient

FACT BOX
Supply chain digital twin
A supply chain digital twin is a virtual supply
chain replica that represents hundreds of assets,
warehouses, logistics and material flows and
inventory positions. Using advanced analytics
and artificial intelligence, the digital twin
simulates the supply chain’s performance,
including all the complexity that drives value
loss and risks.6

Limitations of traditional risk
management to assess resilience

Companies using traditional risk management
approaches typically focus on operational, tactical
and strategic challenges. While these approaches do
cover risk identification, analysis, assessment and
mitigation, these process steps and related tools are
designed to address singular risks, and usually those
risks come up related to narrowly defined business
challenges (see Figure 1).
When it comes to disasters on a global scale like
COVID-19, such approaches can fail to measure and
address the complex impact of such an event, which
usually includes multiple impacts at once. Some
companies already measure resilience key performance
indicators (KPIs), but no approach has become standard.
This is where the supply chain stress test can help.
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Figure 1: Supply chain risk management spectrum
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How does the stress test work?

The supply chain stress test is designed to identify
and predict hidden risks and failure points in supply
chains due to catastrophic scenarios, so that
companies can determine adaptations to become
more resilient. The test consists of five steps which
are depicted in Figure 2.

1. Supply chain mapping (digital twin)

In a first step, a digital twin of the current supply chain
is created. The digital twin should depict the current
supply chain setup as well as the current mitigating
strategies that are applied in case of crisis, including
their activation lead times. The resulting supply chain
model then goes through the stress test scenarios.

2. Scenario Planning

In a second step, several historical or hypothetical
scenarios involving disruption are defined. The
scenarios can be described by different parameters,
like the type of scenario, a description of the impact
of the disruption, the geographical scope and the
duration of effects. Potential scenarios could be, for
example, that the supplier base in Europe can only
perform at 50 percent capacity for three months,
or that current transportation routes become
unavailable for one month.
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3. Stress testing

Now comes the exciting part, where the supply chain
twin will be brought to its limits to see how it performs
under stress. The catastrophic scenarios defined earlier
are now applied with different variants of the parameters
(sensitivity analysis). And the defined mitigation
strategies are applied. Then the changing system
behavior is recorded.

4. Results

All KPIs measured and outcomes of the stress tests
are summarized and visualized in a resilience report
(see Figure 3). The report includes three main KPIs:
a. Time to Survive (TTS)
Measures how long a company can keep fulfilling
customer demand when there is a disruption in the
supply chain
b. Time to Recover (TTR)
Measures the time it would take for a supply chain
node e.g. a supplier facility or distribution center, to
serve demand in the new normal after a disruption
c. Financial implications
Revenue, earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT)
at risk

Figure 2: Resilience stress test approach
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Figure 3: Resilience report
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These KPIs are measured for each of the scenarios,
with and without mitigating strategies. Based on these
measurements, an overall resilience score can be
derived, as well as a pass / fail grade for the supply
chain. Furthermore, the report shows the most critical
points of failure, the most exposed clients and products,
the financial exposure and a benchmark with peers.
The test results can also be drilled down so companies
can understand the impacts of the various scenarios,
e.g. on each node of the supply chain and across tiers,
categories and materials. This allows companies to
derive short term mitigation strategies.

Shocks, like the COVID crisis, can and will happen
again. The big question is: Are you prepared in a better
way than in the past.
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5. Next steps

Finally, the results can be used to identify hidden risks,
failure points and the supply chain nodes that are
sensitive to disruptions. In addition, the financial impact
can be better understood, and the impact of mitigating
strategies can be evaluated. Based on these results,
a catalogue of mitigation strategies, as well as
interventions, can be defined and prioritized. In the
end companies have an actionable list of measures
they can take to boost resilience in their supply chain.

Benefits of setting up supply chain
stress tests

The supply chain stress test is designed to help
companies better understand their supply chains
weaknesses in catastrophic situations and help protect
business and operations. In addition, already setting
up the test brings several benefits and synergies that
makes it a no-regret move:

Lay the foundation for new technologies

Prepared and cleaned data, as well as a data strategy,
is critical for being able to introduce and benefit also
from other disrupting technologies like advanced
analytics and artificial intelligence.

Gain flexibility through faster decisions

A clean database with a digital twin on top will
help companies quickly understand the potential
outcomes of decision alternatives and make important
decisions faster.

Identify further improvements

Through the process of setting up a digital twin,
companies gain transparency on their supply chain
and be able to find other possible improvements.

Sharpen awareness for risk and disruptions

By thinking about disruptive scenarios and in which
way they can harm business, companies can be better
prepared.
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The supply chain stress test can help you
to boost resilience in your supply chain.
Shocks, like the COVID crisis, can and
will happen again. The big question is:
Are you prepared in a better way than in
the past?
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Resilient procurement
in the never normal
How to reimagine procurement for an
unpredictable world
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On January 23, 2020, the government of China imposed
the first lockdown due to the spread of COVID-19. Since then,
no industry has been left unscathed. Now it is clear: We will
have to live with COVID-19 for the foreseeable future and no
one knows if or when “normal” as we knew it will return.
The task now is for organizations to reimagine
themselves for the “Never Normal”: a challenging
environment, but one in which to explore new
opportunities (see Figure 1).

and a whole lot easier. We have identified four areas
to focus on to improve resilience and lead with more
responsibility.

Over the last few months, chief procurement officers
(CPOs) across industries have put much effort into
stabilizing operations. Many initial efforts focused on
managing supply disruption and enabling companies
to keep their employees safe with work-from-home
policies and safety equipment. Some CPOs have said
the perceived value of procurement has increased
within the organization because procurement took
the lead in managing some of these crucial responses.

Four strategic focus areas for
procurement leaders

As procurement leaders continue to navigate the
uncertain environment, they can reimagine procurement
as a key function, driving business value beyond costcutting. Before the pandemic, this was important; in the
midst of the pandemic, it becomes even more crucial

1. Build resilience in the supply base

Address and accept uncertainty as a constant condition.
Plans must be easily reversible and scalable.
Supply uncertainty requires and will continue to require
real-time updates and revised risk mitigation strategies,
with a focus on supply market diversity and the
development of suppliers of all sizes. Only then can
procurement enable solid, purpose-led procurement
decisions – especially in cases of emergency.

Figure 1: The Kübler-Ross change curve – COVID-19 is having the largest macroeconomic impact
since 2008. It is also a chance to explore new opportunities 1,2
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The pandemic showed that many companies lack
centralized and coordinated tool-based visibility of
their data and operations as well as the ability to
monitor risk. For example, during the pandemic,
companies realized that business continuity plans were
not as strong as they expected, especially when
primary and secondary sources of supplies came from
the same geography. In addition, companies struggled
to get their data together to evaluate rapid changes
and scenarios, such as multi-country failure and multiparty bankruptcies of Tier 2 or Tier 3 suppliers.
To build a more resilient supply base in the face of
wider threats, procurement needs to:
• Identify alternative sources of supply and consider
more shifts to local suppliers.
• Engage with Tier 1 and Tier 2 suppliers to understand
their risks and co-create solutions to mitigate that risk.
• Integrate risk-management capabilities into day-today procurement decisions.
• Embed regular “fire drills” to test and adjust risk
measures.

2. Unlock funds intelligently and sustainably

Many companies immediately focused on costcutting when the pandemic started, but now it’s time
to shift the focus to responsible and sustainable ways
to preserve cash for growth.
In many industries, revenue is slowing, and demand is
likely to remain depressed for the foreseeable future.
Therefore, one of procurement’s primary goals for the
months to come will be preserving cash responsibly.

In our view, non-productive resources should be freed
up to fuel profitability and investments into growth,
while keeping the focus on environmental and social
sustainability. To do so, procurement needs to:
• Invest in end-to-end forensic spend visibility, based
on real-time insights and supported by analytics and
artificial intelligence (AI).
• Actively avoid easy reversion to the past. Some
practices that have emerged during the pandemic
should persist, and may prove to be preferable for
employees, as well as beneficial for the business,
while significantly reducing costs.
• Adjust strategies and policies for the new reality.
Customer and employee expectations have changed,
and channel mix, forecasted volumes and physical
flows do not necessarily have to stay the same.

3. Increase innovation

Take a purpose-led approach to building greater trust,
transparency, customer centricity and innovation as
economies rebound.
The pandemic has affected companies and people
deeply, reshaping long-established forms of working,
shopping and socializing. It is also intensifying preCOVID-19 trends:
• 86 percent of consumers are changing their
shopping habits towards buying more locally sourced
products.3
• The demand to work from home in the future
continues to rise, as 73 percent of employees enjoy
the experience and 35 percent plan to work from
home at least once a week.3

Figure 2: Use digital solutions and the ecosystem to drive resilience
Challenge

Results

As the COVID-19 pandemic hit companies, they
required immediate insight into their exposure and
risk, but were lacking the required capabilities:

Procurement mobilized a contract analytics
capability, leveraging a set of ecosystems partners,
within <1 week leading to:

1-3 percent cash recovery

20,000 contracts saved in various databases
and cabinets

+200 contract data points analyzed

Hundreds of users requiring immediate insights

Increased productivity across
procurement, legal and finance

Multiple languages

Future proof capability with Google like
searchable inventory

Time as a critical factor due to rapidly
increasing risk
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As a result, companies are doing more to innovate to
address these rapid changes in behavior. Procurement
is uniquely positioned to drive innovation, and this is a
unique opportunity to be recognized. To take advantage
of this opportunity, procurement leaders need to:
• Help review and update the organization’s sense of
purpose, being thoughtful about the shift of values of
consumers and employees and aligning procurement
priorities accordingly.
• Enable and drive collaboration within the ecosystem.
Non-traditional collaboration forms are often an
untapped source of innovation, with procurement
sitting at the core of this capability.
• Challenge established norms and adopt agile practices
to create a safe-to-fail environment. Companies need
to enable speed and flexibility, as well as a mindset
of continuous innovation.

4. Accelerate digital transformation

Reimagining procurement in the
never normal

The COVID-19 pandemic has challenged even the
very best procurement organizations. Many have
never been asked to play a leading role in safeguarding
their company’s financial viability and protecting a
severely disrupted supply base, all while moving to a
fundamentally different way of working. By leading with
purpose, responsibility, excellence, confidence, and
humility, procurement leaders can reshape the
organization to make it more resilient and responsible.
In the end, this will help both the business and society
come out of the pandemic stronger.
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The pandemic has amplified the speed of
digitalization, but how can procurement fully make
use of this trend?
Those procurement organizations that invested in
improving the maturity of their digital capabilities at
the beginning of the pandemic have proven to be more
resilient in managing the crisis, our experience shows.
For example, a global consumer goods company was
able to get a contract analytics capability up and
running within days of the COVID-19 outbreak,
something that normally could take months. It was
able to increase the productivity of business, legal
and procurement, as well as enable the company to
improve its cash position (see Figure 2).
While looking forward to recovery and beyond,
procurement needs to use the pandemic as an
opportunity to accelerate its digital agenda by:
• Turning data into value. Leading procurement
organizations are applying advanced analytics
beyond tools just for spend visibility. This allows
procurement to answer a wider variety of questions
and make better decisions.
• Creating a seamless, digitally enabled procurement
experience with a flexible and scalable technology
stack focused on ease-of-use. Be sure to focus on
attaining the desired outcome by using both internal
solutions as well as the ecosystem.
• Redefining the procurement workforce by investing
in new skills that enable you to fully capitalize on
the power of both humans and machines.
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Why we need to
enable more inclusive
supply chains
How supplier diversity & inclusion programs
can contribute to more inclusive and sustainable
economies
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Small and diverse-owned businesses are often the source
of innovation that positively impacts our world. They provide
employment and bring opportunity for under-represented
communities and cultures. The COVID-19 crisis impacted small
and diverse-owned businesses particularly hard. Therefore,
now, more than ever, it is the right time to diversify your
supply chain and benefit from this innovation engine.
Corporations that embrace the potential of building
a more inclusive business see what unlocking diverse
potential brings. For instance, research done by
Accenture in collaboration with the American
Association of People with Disabilities and Disability
show that accelerating inclusion specifically for people
with disabilities would boost US GDP up to $25 bn.1
Further, engaging diverse-owned businesses not only
creates visibility to amazing innovations, it also
contributes positively to a corporation’s bottom-line.2
However, in a recent survey done to show the impact
of Covid-19, 90 percent of respondents said they
experienced a significant drop in revenue at the
beginning of the crisis (see Figure 1). Large companies
have the opportunity to work with these businesses,
profit from their innovative potential, diversify their
supply chain and help drive a resilient small business
community
This means buying from businesses that are owned by
women, ethnic minorities, the LBGTQI community, or
persons with disabilities. Around the world, there is a
move to diversify supply chains: In some countries,

Figure 1: Impact on Sales/Revenue3
% decrease in revenue vs. Q1/2020

No revenue at all
10-1% decrease

23%

17%
30-11%
decrease

20%
20%

Many companies have good intentions for diversifying
their supply chain but struggle once they actually
begin to do so. Indeed, setting up an effective Supplier
Diversity and Inclusion (SD&I) program is a complex task
that requires finding the right strategy, implementing it
for the long term, managing the program and reporting
on progress, among other things.

84%
of women business
owners have seen a significant

decrease in revenue vs. Q1/2020

A call to action for large companies

Over the years, we have identified best practices and
process steps that can help companies create SD&I
programs that are able to meet the lofty goals they set.
Given the current struggles that many small businesses
are facing, now is the time for corporations to start or
intensify their efforts to diversify the supply chain by
hiring small and diverse-owned businesses.

99-71% decrease

5%
15%

laws mandate companies to do so. In others, it is
investors’, activists’ and companies’ own drive to be
a business with a purpose that helps build a more
inclusive supply chain.

70-51%
decrease

At Accenture, we have implemented programs in
18 countries for small and diverse-owned businesses
to connect with corporate buyers and other decision
makers. This enables us to create more inclusive and
innovative value chains and better serve our clients.
We believe that our SD&I program adds value to our
clients, suppliers and our whole ecosystem. Here are
some of the things we have learned.

50-31% decrease
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Start with the business case

Programs that help increase the chances of small and
diverse-owned businesses winning contracts with your
company must also support your own business needs.
That’s why you need to have a clear business case. For
instance, we recommend starting in countries where
you are already active, have considerable spend and
can quickly create business opportunities for small and
diverse-owned businesses. Especially for B2C
companies – perception matters. If you are targeting
a particular type of consumer with your product or
service, it’s important that you show a commitment
to the community by investing in it.

Get leadership buy-in

Similarly, it’s important to get the backing of top
management for your SD&I efforts because effective
programs require strong engagement from the
whole business. Many include a mentoring component
that may involve someone from your organization
who advises and supports a small business. And
investor relations may want to be involved as well,
if the program is to become part of your company’s
corporate citizenship efforts that would be of interest
to investors focused on sustainability.

Collaborate to diversify

Consider joining a SD&I organization in which other
corporate clients are members. Here you can proactively share sourcing categories and opportunities
with other companies and access databases of
potential partners who fill your diversity and inclusion
criteria. Examples are WEConnect International, a
global network supporting women-owned businesses,
MSDUK, which helps enterprises owned by ethnic
minorities in the UK and Ireland , and EGLCC, the
European LGBTI Chamber of Commerce.
The goals of these organizations are to match demand
with supply and help diverse-owned enterprises build
their businesses and capacity. Membership organizations
also provide data and tools across industries to build
the case for including diverse-owned businesses in
corporate supply chains. Others, like WEConnect
International, can help you scan your supplier base and
match it with its database. This is an easy way to find
out if you already have suppliers who are WEConnect
certified/registered. Here’s another suggestion: Build a
“champions network” within your organization. This can
be local colleagues who understand the local market
and culture and can help identify businesses and
opportunities. Often these are colleagues who are
engaged to drive this beyond their “day job”.

Figure 2: Public recognition and milestones

US spend 31%

Program runs in

18 countries

with diverse suppliers

170+

diverse suppliers
graduated from
Accenture’s global
mentoring program

Launched report

Voted #1 (2)

best supplier
diversity program by
DiversityInc Magazine
in 2018

Getting to equal: The disability
inclusion advantage
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Ranked
level 1B-BBEE
in South Africa

Leader

in carbon disclosure
supplier engagement

$100 million

global citizen spend commitment
with women-owned vendors

Audit and analyze your supplier base

Diversifying your supply chain needs to start with
understanding what you already have. You can do
this by analyzing your supplier base for its diverse
ownership. If you have not collected this information
about suppliers before, add it to your onboarding form
or the next supplier survey, and get procurement to
help find out where existing suppliers stand. Companies
also need to consider which categories they source
from. Some categories may not be particularly wellsuited for small businesses.
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Set SD&I program goals

After you have established your current diversity ratio
and understand the business case for your SD&I
program, set realistic goals for the changes you want
to make. Consider which tenders are coming up and if
“quick-wins” are possible in those. Get the supplier
relationship manager on board to talk with suppliers
regularly about the initiative. We suggest setting small
goals at the outset: Our experience shows that many
companies underestimate the complexity of setting up
and running SD&I programs.

Offer support and training to suppliers

Equipping diverse-owned businesses with the right skill
set to scale and sustain long term relationships with
larger clients is a key element of a successful supplier
diversity and inclusion program. Using in-house expertise
to develop small businesses on business relevant topics
is a valuable effort that goes beyond generating spend
for the company. Business development programs can
also contribute to entrepreneurs’ ability to be (more)
resilient during crises like the current pandemic.
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We found that our Procurement Plus Diverse Supplier
Development program (DSDP) works as an accelerator
for diverse-owned businesses to connect with
knowledge and business opportunities within Accenture
and for Accenture’s clients (see Figure 2). So far, the
program has “graduated” 170 businesses4 in the US,
Canada, UK, Ireland and South Africa. That is why we
plan to expand DSDP in 2020/2021 to Australia, Austria,
Switzerland, Germany, India and Mexico.
Now more than ever, SD&I programs can help small
and diverse-owned businesses find new and different
ways to unlock connections and opportunities. When
large companies create a level playing field, small
companies can show that they have what it takes to
be a long-term business partner.
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From necessity to
opportunity
S/4HANA-powered intelligent supply chains:
What’s possible in the chemicals industry
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More and more companies are embarking on their
S/4HANA transformation journey, often because they need
to upgrade to a higher technological standard. We see it as
an opportunity to develop new intelligent supply chain
capabilities with S/4HANA as the digital core.
Changing times

A survey published by the German-speaking SAP Users
Group (DSAG) early this year, showed that 19 percent of
the 244 CIOs questioned already have or will embark
on an S/4HANA migration in 2020, and 40 percent will
do so in the next three years.1
With so many companies headed in this direction, now
is the time to think about building an intelligent supply
chain on the digital core of S/4HANA. But making a
supply chain more intelligent requires more than
S/4HANA. It also requires a fundamental rethinking of
capabilities and the technology architecture of
chemicals supply chains.

Chemicals companies need more intelligent supply
chains because of growing complexity, such as
uncertain demand patterns, a rising number of trade
disputes and more demand for direct buying channels.
COVID-19 has accelerated these developments and
shown executives how important intelligent and highly
flexible supply chains are. While S/4HANA is one key
enabler of an intelligent supply chain, companies must
orchestrate many different types of software, apps and
platforms to meet their business needs.
Not only will an S/4HANA transformation help you
develop a more intelligent supply chain, but a more
intelligent supply chain will help you get more out of
your S/4HANA implementation. Let us show you how.

Figure 1: Business outcomes and required intelligent supply chain capabilities
Increased
supply chain
resilience

Better and
quicker E2E
visibility &
predictability

Improved
cost
management

Online and
offline channel
integration

Less supply
chain
dependency
on humans

Responsible
supply chain with
sustainability &
trust

Procurement insights Procurement insights
management
management

Intelligent sourceto-pay process

Intelligent sourceto-pay process

Intelligent sourceto-pay process

Integrated business
planning

Supply chain risk
management

Intelligent demand
planning

Intelligent supply
planning

Adaptive supply
chain networks

Intelligent demand
planning

Smart steering of
process loops

Intelligent demand
planning

Intelligent supply
planning

Integrated business
planning

Online marketplaces
and webshops

Intelligent supply
planning

Digital quality
control

Intelligent supply
planning

Supply chain
control tower

Digital global
trade & customs

Smart steering of
process loops

Procurement insight
management

Integrated business
planning

Digital global trade &
customs

Adaptive supply
chain networks

Digital quality
control

Supply chain
control tower

Supply chain
control tower

Smart steering of
process loops

Automation of
supply chain tasks

Smart
warehousing

Smart steering of
process loops

Value chain
analytics

Capital projects

Automation of
supply chain tasks

Adaptive supply
chain networks
Capital projects

Note: These capabilities are non-exhaustive. Some are needed for multiple business outcomes e.g. intelligent supply chain planning.
Others are targeted towards one distinct business outcome e.g. online marketplaces and webshops.
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Reaching for new business outcomes

Before jumping into the capabilities of the intelligent
supply chain and the enabling technology architecture,
let’s have a look at six desired business outcomes
to tackle the growing complexities of the chemical
supply chain:
1. Increased supply chain resilience to be prepared
for shifting and volatile demands.
2. Better and quicker end-to-end visibility and
predictability to improve real-time insights into
customer markets for demand management, supply
chain steering and decision making.
3. Improved cost management with tailored
responsiveness to customer demands to address
increasing cost pressure while keeping the ability to
meet changing demands.
4. Online and offline channel integration to offer a
channel mix for increased operational efficiency.
5. Less supply chain dependency on humans
through leveraging automation, artificial intelligence
and other technologies.
6. Responsible supply chain with sustainability
and trust to drive and facilitate a sustainable supply
chain setup.
Achieving these business outcomes requires a mix of
specific supply chain capabilities (see Figure 1).
Let’s dive into the first business outcome “1. Increased
supply chain resilience” and its capabilities with an
example. A chemicals company experiences a sudden
demand increase of chemicals for sanitizing products
in Asia. The supply chain control tower gives real-time
transparency into production, inventories and
distribution, enabling the company to react immediately
by directing products to where they are currently most
needed. Additionally, the company has established an
adaptive supply chain network based on an ecosystem

of 3rd party partners like logistics service providers and
contract manufacturers. This enables the company to
quickly ramp up capacities. Finally, due to a predicted
long-term demand increase but lacking local presence,
the decision is made to establish a production facility in
Asia. The planning for this capital project is supported
by a digital twin which will help improve production
quality and minimize equipment downtime by making
better predictions.

Enabling the intelligent supply chain

Once the required supply chain capabilities and a
corresponding operating model have been identified,
the underlying technology to enable the architecture
needs to be adapted.
Intelligent supply chains are characterized by a
technology architecture that is living, modular and
complementary (see Figure 2). Compared to the
enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems of the past,
the digital core with S/4HANA is simpler, cloud-based
and more flexible (see Figure 2, left hand side). It allows
for new technological capabilities to be added by
plugging them into “fit-for-purpose” connected
applications, thereby enabling supply chain visibility,
inventory optimization and product lifecycle
management, for example (see Figure 2, center). In
addition, platform components provide additional
flexibility for managing data and performing analytics
(see Figure 2, right hand side).
Let us make this more tangible with another example
based on a different business outcome “6. Responsible
supply chain with sustainability and trust”. A specialty
chemicals company wants to improve its sustainability.
It does so by setting up a return process of chemicals
feedstock for the production of plastics.

Figure 2: The digital core and living technology architecture
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Figure 3: Exemplary technology architecture for a sustainable supply chain with reused feedstock

New digital
core
Exemplary applications
for integrated business
planning

The following key business capabilities are defined:
1. End-to-end transparency to track and trace materials
along the supply chain.
2. Re-distribution and recycling process to enable
pick-up of used materials.
3. Supplier risk management to mitigate shortages
impacting the availability of feedstock.
The technology architecture is designed to enable these
capabilities with S/4HANA as the digital core, two key
connected applications and a data lake as additional
platform component (see Figure 3).
Track and trace is needed to see where products are,
who is currently holding them and the condition they
are in, so that the feedstock can be distributed and
returned into the production process. Integrated
business planning enables cross-functional decision
making that considers financial, commercial and
supply chain scenarios. In this example, the company
needs to incorporate returns into the overall planning
process as well as to consider external partners in
distribution and capacity planning (see Figure 3,
center). Finally, the data lake enables data-driven
decision making based on internal and external data
(see Figure 3, right hand side).

Realizing value

An S/4HANA implementation can cost 50, 80, 100
million US dollars or even more and takes several years.
Launching intelligent supply chain initiatives in parallel to
the S/4HANA transformation, allows to initiate capability
proof of concepts and pilots early in the process. This
approach can accelerate the transformation with
quicker value creation and faster positive cash flow.

Exemplary data lake
platforms
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Reused
feedstock

p
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ns
on
C

Exemplary applications
for track and trace

to the S/4HANA transformation allow for earlier value
realization, contributing to achieving a faster positive
cash flow. Done right, the S/4HANA journey can be far
more than a necessary technology transformation. It
can be an opportunity to upskill your business with new
intelligent supply chain capabilities and generate value
that exceeds transformation investments.
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Conclusion

To make the most of an S/4HANA transformation, it’s
crucial to consider and define future business needs to
shape the technological implementation accordingly.
Intelligent supply chain initiatives launched in parallel
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The battle for margin
Two approaches to sustainably increase margins
with supply chain interventions
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As the pandemic lingers, and with it economic uncertainty,
most companies have little financial buffer to absorb extra
costs in the supply chain. Companies can free up cash and
relieve margins under pressure by using a zero-based supply
chain approach – a proven way to sustainably reduce cost
of goods sold (COGS).

COVID-19 is having a devastating impact on margins
in many industries. Volkswagen’s operating profit
decreased by 81 percent in Q1 20201, BASF’s operating
profit declined by 18 percent2 in the same period and
Siemens saw an 18 percent drop in operating profit for
its industrial business in Q2 20203.
The impact of the pandemic on supply chains has been
and still is substantial, with supply chains seeing surges
and shocks at the same time. In addition, existing trends
like a move to online sales and shorter lead-times have
caused supply chain costs to rise. This is where our
zero-based supply chain methodology can help.

Creating value with a zero-based
supply chain approach

Figure 1: Zero-based supply chain (ZBSC) –
Exemplary cost categories
ZBSC cost category focus
Cost of goods
sold (COGS)

P&L

The pressure is on

Selling,
general &
administrative
like (SG&A)

• Inbound logistics
• Outbound logistics
• Transportation costs
• Variable logistics &
warehousing costs

• Transportation & warehousing labor
• Fixed logistics & warehousing costs
• Fleet (owned)
• Fixed assets (warehousing)

SG&A

The zero-based mindset applies a greenfield approach
to understand what is needed in new environments.
Think of the terms ZBS, or zero-based spend, ZBB, for
zero-based budget and ZBO, for zero-based organization.
The mindset is about identifying how to spend based
on the way companies should spend, not based on
how it was done in the past.

(non-exhaustive)

When the zero-based term is applied in the context of
supply chain, we call it a zero-based supply chain
(ZBSC). ZBSC is a structured approach to reducing
COGS as well as selling, general and administrative
(SG&A) expenses in the supply chain (see Figure 1).

4. Long-term impact

Often, the goal is to increase profits or enable
investments. Zero-based supply chains have four key
characteristics:

1. Customer centric

They focus on fulfilling customer expectations, hence
consider customer and product requirements that
have an impact on the supply chain.

2. At the core of strategy

Supply chain capabilities and growth areas are given
strategic importance to ensure the right level of
management attention.

EBITDA

3. Greenfield approach

Initiatives are identified with a greenfield approach
(zero-based) to understand the required to-be situation
in a supply chain.

ZBSC initiatives are anchored in the operating model in
the form of processes, roles & responsibilities and
governance.
We have developed two ZBSC approaches. The first
focuses on cutting costs in existing structures – we call
it ZBSC Spend. The second focuses on changing
supply chain structures and cutting costs within those
changed structures. That we call ZBSC Transform. Both
approaches can lead to substantial savings, but they
differ in approach and outcome. We have identified
some reasons why you might choose one or the other
approach (see Figure 2).
Here we elaborate on the two approaches using two
examples from recent client work.
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Figure 2: Business drivers for ZBSC Spend and ZBSC Transform
1. ZBSC Spend

2. ZBSC Transform

1. Reduce supply chain costs

1. Improve capabilities to serve different
customer / product segments

2. Increase supply chain spend transparency

2. Reduce complexity of distribution setup

3. Increase supply chain service level
performance

3. Reduce supply chain costs

(non-exhaustive)

Approach 1 – ZBSC Spend
How we identified 85 million euros in supply
chain cost reductions

Step 6 – Sustain: A new governance model was
introduced, establishing a centralized procurement
organization including responsibility for execution and
continued identification of savings initiatives.

Our client, a leading international logistics company,
faced severe margin pressure on earnings before
interest and taxes (EBIT), a lack of cost transparency
and a missing cost-management culture.

Approach 2 – ZBSC Transform

Step 1 – Create visibility: Our team started by creating
transparency on third-party supply chain spend per
country, category and supplier. We used data from the
company’s enterprise resource planning (ERP) system
(general ledger, invoices, customer orders), master
data (product, vendor, customer data) and stakeholder
interviews. We established category transparency for
spend data for more than 2,000 suppliers and 86 subcategories.

A leading hygiene and health company approached us
about their difficulties serving different customer and
product segments, a complex distribution setup and
high supply chain costs. These challenges called for a
transformation of the supply chain setup rather than a
pure cost reduction focus. Hence, we applied ZBSC
Transform.

Step 2 – Target value: We created internal and external
benchmarks to identify cost and performance gaps. In
a set of workshops with different business functions
(supply chain, procurement, finance) and country
representatives, we identified cost-saving initiatives
and we quantified and integrated a transformation plan.
Step 3 – Assign process ownership: The ownership of
the procurement category was reassessed and
centralized across the organization.
Step 4 – Define should cost: Based on what the supply
chain costs should be, we found 85 million euros in
potential savings through initiatives like supplier
consolidation, standardization of specifications and
creating central procurement responsibility.
Step 5 – Transform: Over the next five months, our
team helped the client get 10 percent short-term
savings by standardizing the forklift, truck and tractor
pool, by right-sizing the trailer pool, and by centralizing
pallet procurement.
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How we transformed a supply chain network
and achieved 7 percent logistics savings

Step 1 – Create visibility: We analyzed product and
customer requirements to understand the supply chain
capabilities needed. For example, some of the company’s
clients needed specific lead times and some products
required specific handling, for instance for dangerous
goods requirements. Both the customer and product
requirements had an impact on the warehouse
structure and capabilities.
Step 2 – Target value: We analyzed the correlation
between product and customer requirements and
identified five different warehouse segments. For
instance, we introduced no-touch warehouses with full
pallet handling of products for the local market that
had low complexity.
Step 3 – Assign process ownership: We defined a
new operating model with standardized processes as
well as a governance model. We also supported in
integrating the company’s providers.
Step 4 – Define should cost: We found that the
company could save 7 percent on spend that was
locked into the budget by consolidating warehouses
and reducing inventory levels and transport costs.

Figure 3: Typical expected benefits of ZBSC-Spend and ZBSC-Transform
1. ZBSC Spend

2. ZBSC Transform

Tangible benefits
Vendor rationalization
Rate optimization
Rush order reduction

1%

Inventory consolidation

5%

2%
1%

Warehouse spend reduction

6%

Service level improvement

3%

Benefits range (% of addressable spend):

Low

6%

3%
5%

2%
1%

3%

High

Intangible benefits
Complexity reduction and simplification of business processes
(focus on supply chain procurement)

Complexity reduction and simplification of business processes
(focus on supply chain operations)

Supply chain third party spend visibility and control

Consolidation of warehouse and transport management
functions

Clear spend category ownership

Improved inventory visibility and lead time accuracy

(non-exhaustive)
Step 5 – Transform: A roadmap to achieve the
optimized distribution footprint was developed and is
currently being executed.
Step 6 – Sustain: The newly established governance
model enforces the execution of the transformation
roadmap with its new responsibilities, processes and
performance measurements.

What’s right for your business?

Both ZBSC approaches can lead to cost reductions but
how they do it is different. Whether you choose to apply
ZBSC Spend or ZBSC Transform depends on your
current supply setup, performance and overall vision.
Companies need to focus on staying profitable and
eliminating unnecessary redundancies wherever
possible. ZBSC can have a positive financial impact and
also help companies cope with future crises because
of improved supply chain capabilities (see Figure 3).
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Companies need to act now to win in this battle for
margin.
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Digital transformation
of manufacturing
The time for experimenting is over
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It has been nearly a decade since the vision for Industry 4.0,
the digitization of manufacturing, was articulated at the
Hannover Messe trade fair in Germany. What progress have
manufacturers made since proclaiming that vision?
Accenture research suggests that manufacturers have
not made nearly as much progress toward their goals
of implementing Industry 4.0 as they could have – or
need to.1 To gauge what we call the maturity of Industry
X (IX)2, we observed the status of digital transformation
of end-to-end manufacturing operations globally. We did
this by evaluating manufacturers on the extent to which
they’ve deployed 40 key digital capabilities across their
operations (see Figure 1).

Our research reveals that most companies have
struggled to move much past the proof-of-concept
stage. A small group of manufacturers, however, has
separated from the pack. These companies show how
a deep commitment to digital technologies and
solutions, combined with significant investment and
an unwavering focus on key enablers, can create
substantial and sustainable value. Their experiences
offer other manufacturers guidance on what it takes
to accelerate their digital transformation.

Figure 1: The 40 key digital capabilities for operations
1. Design & innovation
1.1 AI / analytics for product portfolio
optimization
1.2 Product lifecycle 360-degree
feedback

1.3 Rapid prototyping (e.g. 3D printing)
1.6 Smart costing tools for design to cost
1.4 AI based design tools / generative design 1.7 Smart deliverables management
1.5 AI / analytics to identify design
1.8 Smart learning tools
quality risks

2. Asset utilization efficiency

3. Workforce efficiency and wellbeing

2.1 Analytics to identify quality problems and identify root cause
2.2 Predictive or prescriptive maintenance
2.3 Conditional maintenance
2.4 Self-optimizing machine parameter to improve stability
2.5 Analytics to optimize asset utilization

3.1 Paper-less shop floor
(e.g. wearables, tablets)
3.2 Digital workstations &
automated instructions
3.3 Cobots

4. Planning, simulation & execution control

5. Supply chain

4.1 Digital twin to simulate industrialization scenarios/
new product introduction
4.2 Dynamic and digital production planning and
scheduling
4.3 Extended operations & supply chain control tower

5.1 Flow automation (e.g. AGV)
5.2 Digital tracking of flows
and inventories
5.3 Goods track and trace of quality, conformity, sourcing
5.4 AI and / or simulation-based optimization
for inventory adjustment

3.4 Dynamic task allocation
and activity planning
3.5 AR / VR-based platforms
for training
3.6 Remote expert support
using AR platforms
3.7 Automation of quality
inspection and analytics of root
cause
3.8 Digital and collaborative
dashboard

6. Collaborative platform
with customers and
suppliers

6.1 Connected product / asset solutions for aftersales
6.2 Adjacent digital services
6.3 Blockchain with customers and suppliers (e.g. secure supply
chain and financial transactions)
6.4 Common platforms to share data with customers & suppliers
6.5 Common platforms to continuously source data from
ecosystem

7. Foundations
7.1 Digital & IoT platform
7.2 Data lake solutions

7.3 Digital continuity / thread
across design / manufacturing
and service

7.4 Readiness for 5G
7.5 Data governance
7.6 Re-skilling programs

7.7 Data quality
7.8 Digital academy
7.9 Cybersecurity
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Value makers versus traditionalists

We discovered several key differences among the
industries and countries included in our study. For
instance, the average IX maturity of upstream oil and
gas, aerospace and defense, chemicals, and high-tech
companies far outpaces that of enterprises in the life
sciences, consumer goods and services industries.
Not surprisingly, digitally mature industries are also
more likely to be spending more to scale up their IX
capabilities and seeing a greater return on their
investment.

Only 17 percent of our surveyed panel have mature IX
strategies and capabilities (meaning capabilities are
fully deployed in all sites and plants) that drive significant
value (as measured by revenue and productivity).
These companies, which we dubbed Value Makers,
have invested extensively in digital platforms and
infrastructure. As a result, they have enjoyed a
substantial, positive impact on their operating income.
In contrast, a group we call Traditionalists, which
comprises 39 percent of our panel, exhibit rather weak
digital capabilities – in large part, because they have
invested comparatively less in them and, accordingly,
have seen scant improvement in operating income.

Individual countries are also progressing at different
speeds (see Figure 3). IX maturity has accelerated in
countries in which government programs backing
Industry 4.0 were launched early; there is a relatively
low industrial base, which allows faster progress; or
the speed of digital adoption is high in general. The
opposite is also true: Countries with a large industrial
base and established assets geared toward Industry
3.0, or those with late government support for Industry
4.0, are most likely to be lagging.

While the average IX maturity in our study is 39 percent,
it varies significantly from an industry perspective
(see Figure 2). The most mature capabilities tend to be
found where digital or data-driven solutions are critical
to industry performance, or where there’s significant
potential for productivity increases. Maturity lags in
industries where there’s little potential for productivity
gains because operations are already lean, or where IX
for operations isn’t seen as a high priority.

Figure 2: IX maturity by industry
PoC
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* including Petrochemicals; ** Consumer / Enterprise Technology including components; *** Pharma. Medical / Bio Tech.
Base: All Respondents (n=600).
Source: Accenture Digital Mastery Report Global Result.
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European countries with strong industrial bases, like
France, Germany, UK, Spain and Italy dominate the
center of the ranks, however with strengths in different
areas. German companies, for example, are on average
strong in planning, simulation and execution control, and
they have the potential to improve in rapid prototyping,
while the IX capabilities of French companies are rather
balanced across the entire map without taking
leadership in specific fields.

We found a similar relationship between investment
and return when considering our panel’s industry and
country. Those spending the most on IX have the most
mature digital capabilities and were most likely to reap
greater benefits. These are, respectively, the upstream
oil and gas, aerospace and defense, and high-tech
industries. The countries to note are the United States,
Singapore and India.
When it comes to company size, we found that
companies generating more than 50 billion US dollars
annual revenue enjoy a slightly larger return on digital
investments than the remaining sample. However, even
smaller companies that invest substantially in digital
realized significant savings, with an average mid-term
impact of 4 percent on operating income (see Figure 4).
Although the digital transformation of a company’s
operations is a cost-intense and complex journey, it
pays off.

Investment and ROI: Getting revved up

Value Makers are far more likely than Traditionalists to
spend 500 million US dollars and more to implement
digital platforms such as cloud, analytics, IoT and
blockchain, as well as spend the same on enterprise
infrastructure or infrastructure to enable digital functions.
As a consequence, Value Makers lead Traditionalists by
a huge margin in improvements in their overall operating
income, overall equipment productivity, and direct and
indirect headcount productivity.

Figure 3: IX maturity by country based on the 40 key capabilities
PoC
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49.9%
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Legend:
50% of
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45.4%
44.2%
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45.1%
41.1%

Base: All Respondents (n=600).
Source: Accenture Digital Mastery Report Global Result.
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To successfully embrace IX at scale, companies need
to give significant attention to the key enablers that
contribute to digital readiness:

Resources

Companies need people with the right digital
capabilities. Some of these people will have to be
skilled in the appropriate domains.

The time for experimenting is over

As our research shows, progress toward IX remains
slow in most companies. Only a select group of
manufacturers, the Value Makers, have forged ahead
ambitiously, and they’re in the pole position to lead their
respective industries for years to come. The question
is why are so many manufacturers still working on
proofs of concept or pilots?

Leadership

Value Makers have not only made it clear that IX
capabilities do work and generate value, they have also
identified which key enablers are the most critical for a
successful transformation.

Governance

Companies need to stop experimenting. It’s time for
manufacturers to scale their adoption of digitalization
in manufacturing and begin realizing the full promise of
Industry X.

When it comes to digital readiness, Value Makers once
again are setting the bar. They’re far more likely than
Traditionalists to have large teams of people with key
digital skills, be reskilling a majority of their employees
in new domains, and have a digital academy in place to
train all employees (including leaders).

References

Leaders have to be digitally skilled so they can take
advantage of advanced analytics as part of their
decision-making process.

Digital transformation has to be driven at the highest
level of governance possible. In almost three-quarters
of the companies in our study, digital transformation
efforts were led at the C-level.
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Accenture (2020) – The race for digital operations transformation.
We surveyed 600 companies across eight industries in the United
States, Europe and Asia. 80 percent of the companies generated
US$1+ billion in annual revenues and 75 percent employing 2,500+
people.
Industry X (IX) is the reinvention of companies through advanced
digital technologies. With IX, companies integrate their core product
innovation, engineering, manufacturing and services functions and
use digital technologies to drive new levels of efficiencies and
customer experiences.

Figure 4: Digital investment and ROI by company size
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Avg Midterm
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Riding the
eProcurement wave
How your eProcurement journey can make you
a truly digital leader in Procurement
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By 2024, up to 80 percent of companies will have moved
procurement in the cloud – with our simple 3 x 3 x 3 formula
you can get more out of your eProcurement journey.
The pressure is on. Procurement is now expected to
deliver even more outcomes with even less effort. Think
more savings, better compliance, an “Amazon-like”
digital user experience, and better risk and supplier
management.1 Yet only 20 percent of companies are
operating their operational and strategic procurement
processes in the cloud. We expect to see this grow to
80 percent by 2024.2
Many companies are already advanced in their journey
to replace outdated procurement systems, but the
possibilities created by new eProcurement solutions
mean they need to move forward even more quickly.
Companies can benefit from higher savings, increased
compliance and more spend under management
with the proper preparation and execution of their
eProcurement journey. As a matter of fact, companies
across industries are achieving significantly more value
by applying already available cloud eProcurement
systems3 making them digital leaders also in
procurement.

We recommend you consider a very simple formula
to help you stay on top of the surface of the changing
procurement landscape: 3 x 3 x 3. This means:
• 3 key building blocks
• 3 high-level steps
• 3 possible implementation strategies

Essentials for your eProcurement
journey

To start with, successful implementations have three
building blocks. They are: Procurement Contribution,
IT Execution and Procurement Organization.
Especially for cloud solutions, the first building block
“Procurement Contribution” is crucial. It covers topics
such as buying channel strategy definition, content
gathering (e.g. catalogues, keywords guidelines &
policies), supplier enablement, and alignment of overall
objectives with your company’s targets. The second
building block “IT Execution” covers topics such as

Figure 1: Three phases of your eProcurement journey

KEY
CONSIDERATIONS

TYPICAL CLIENT
JOURNEY

High-level
steps

PREPARE & SELECT

DESIGN & IMPLEMENT

RUN & SUSTAIN

4 – 6 months

2 – 5 months pilot +
6 – 18 months rollout

ongoing

Procurement
IT roadmap

eProcurement
tool selection

Requirements gathering &
assessment

Pilot
implementation

Solution
design

Rollouts

• Define project scope

• Aim for process standardization

• Select best-fit technology solution
(end-to-end vs. best-of-breed vs. hybrid)

• Onboard key stakeholders at
early stage

• Collect requirements, user stories and
knock-out selection criteria

• Plan sufficient level of
resources for content and
supplier enablement activities

• Assess total cost of ownership (TCO)
• Evaluate future solution enhancements

• Define governance incl. KPI
dashboard

Application
support

Supplier & content
maintenance
• Identify & execute
continuous improvement
initiatives
• Consider “make vs buy”
for application support
• Define organizational
governance e.g. around
supplier and content
management
responsibilities

Note: Timeline is only indicative and is heavily dependent on implementation strategy and scope (covered processes and number of countries)
and complexity
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procurement IT roadmap, system integration and
architecture, tool configuration, and application
maintenance. As a third building block, the
“Procurement Organization” needs to be enabled
for the tool implementation, e.g. capacity, processes
and governance.
The three high-level steps (see Figure 1) for an end-toend solution are:
1. Prepare & Select: Start by looking holistically at
your procurement IT landscape and then define your
individual roadmap. This begins with identifying your
key requirements and use cases to allow you to select
the best-fit tool to implement. Companies usually opt
for either a single end-to-end suite (e.g. SAP Ariba,
Coupa, Ivalua, Jaggaer, Zycus), or a combination of
end-to-end players combined with niche solutions –
e.g. a best-of-breed / hybrid approach.
2. Design & Implement: Then it’s time to “Design &
Implement.” This means designing your global core
model, a standard template for running a pilot
implementation, which is then followed by a global
rollout.
3. Run & Sustain: Finally, do not overlook the third
step: “Run & Sustain”. Here you need to define how the
tool will be maintained and by whom. This includes
application maintenance and ongoing supplier and
content enablement to keep the tool up to date.

As your company approaches the three steps, it’s
important to remember that implementing an
eProcurement solution is not just a systems
implementation. It is also a real opportunity for a
procurement transformation. Therefore, we actually
recommend a step zero – clearly define the vision of
the implementation to guide you through the three
steps. Do not aim to replicate your current processes
in the new tool, but rather use the tool’s functionalities
and best practices to optimize and standardize the
way you do procurement. To enable this philosophy,
make sure you involve your key stakeholders, category
managers and representatives of main countries
(with biggest spend or complexity) early enough
during the core model design.
Turning now to the last part of our formula, i.e. the three
possible implementation strategies. In our experience,
there is no one-size-fits-all implementation strategy.
Typical aspects to be considered include current pain
points and their magnitude, organizational readiness,
available budget and timeline. We recommend choosing
one of the following three strategies:

“Big bang”

Decide to implement source-to-contract and
purchase-to-pay processes and functionalities at the
same time.

Figure 2: Benefits from eProcurement implementations
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“Self-supporter”

First implement a state-of-the art source-to-contract
solution, use its functionalities to enhance category
strategies and strategic sourcing execution, and then
utilize the negotiated savings to fund the
implementation of the purchase-to-pay solution.

“Step-by-step”

Cover different processes one-by-one (e.g. risk
management, supplier management, contract
management, etc.) as per severity of existing
challenges or budget availability. There are truly
modular solutions available specifically allowing for
this approach to avoid potentially cumbersome
integration of modules.

Benefits

During more than 180 global eProcurement
implementation projects to date, we have seen
significant improvements in companies’ KPIs, making
them digital leaders in Procurement (see Figure 2). As
a result, companies who master their eProcurement
journey enable an ROI from the procurement function
that can go beyond 10x and even reaching 15x.4 Digital
leaders already achieve this today.
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Now catch the wave and become a
digital leader

Digital transformation is a continuous evolution. CPOs
must continue to invest in new technology as well as
skills to drive expected benefits and achieve more
outcomes with less effort. Regardless if you consider
riding the wave of eProcurement solutions or are
already in the middle of one, use the 3 x 3 x 3 formula
to help you master your personal eProcurement wave.
If you ask yourself what your immediate next steps
should be:
• Look at yourself – is your current procurement IT
landscape serving your organization to be leaner and
more effective?
• Look at competitors – are your competitors
becoming digital in their procurement and what will
this mean to you if you are a step behind (or in lead)?
• Look for advice – speak to eProcurement solution
providers or other trusted advisors to better
understand the eProcurement wave and how to ride it
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From experiment
to exponential
How to build artificial intelligence to scale
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To scale artificial intelligence (AI) applications for maximum
value, companies need to improve how they move from pilot
to production. This involves getting your data strategy in
place to make it possible to act quickly on new information.
It also means establishing the right mix of talent, the right
operating model and the right data governance framework.
Some 84 percent of top executives surveyed by
Accenture believe they must use artificial intelligence
to achieve their growth objectives, and nearly all view
AI as an enabler of their strategic priorities.1 In addition,
a large majority say they need to scale AI across the
organization to achieve a positive return on AI
investments.
Nonetheless, some 76 percent acknowledge they
struggle when it comes to scaling AI across the
business, and nearly 75 percent say they risk going out
of business in five years if they don’t scale AI.

The AI journey

To understand the returns possible and help companies
move from one-off pilots to robust organization-wide AI
capabilities, Accenture conducted a global study with
1,500 top executives from organizations across 16
industries.
The survey showed three phases of maturity in the AI
journey. Companies were either at the proof-of-concept
stage (80-85 percent), strategically scaling AI (15-20
percent) or they were industrialized for growth (under 5
percent) (see Figure 1).

That’s a clear statement to all those executives who
might still be in doubt: AI must be taken to scale, and
it must be done quickly. Otherwise, your business is
at risk.

Figure 1: Three distinct groups of companies with increasing levels of capability required to
successfully scale AI emerged from the research
Industrialized for growth

Scaling success

Companies that have
industrialized AI for growth may:

Strategically scaling

• Also be few and far between.
Very few (less than 5%)
companies have progressed to
this point on their AI journey.

• Be few and far between. Only
15-20% of companies have made
this leap.

• Have fostered a digital-platform
mindset and created a culture of
using AI with data and analytics
across the organization.

Companies in the strategically
scaling phase may:

Proof-of-concept

Companies in the proof-ofconcept phase may:
• Remain stuck on the path of
proofs-of-concept (80-85%).
• Focus on AI experiments and
pilots but fail to scale
successfully and get low returns
on their AI investments.
• Have siloed operating models
that are IT-led.
• Be unable to extract value from
data.
• Underestimate the time and
investment to scale, leaving the
full potential of AI untapped.

• Have a clear AI strategy and
operating model linked to the
company’s business objectives.
The strategy and model are
supported by a larger, multidisciplinary team championed
by the chief officer in charge of
AI, data or analytics.
• Still struggle with scaling AI due
to lack of previous experience,
fully enabled technological
framework etc.

• Have scaled thousands of
models with a particular AI
application.
• Promote product and service
innovation and get benefits from
increased visibility into customer
and employee expectations with
their AI applications.
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The 1,500 companies studied collectively spent
306 billion US dollars on AI applications in the last
three years. However, the difference in return on AI
investments between companies in the proof-ofconcept stage and strategic scalers is much higher,
e.g. nearly three times higher (see Figure 2), and the
success rate for scaling AI is nearly double.
We also saw that companies find it difficult to make
the transition from thinking about AI (e.g. running a
pilot) to turning it into a source of innovation and
business value by taking it to scale.2 Companies wind
up in a state of paralysis after the pilot, in part because
they don’t have a roadmap or are approaching AI
projects the way they approach traditional software
implementations. The real challenge lies in defining the
core value, e.g. what really matters to a business, and
mapping the AI agenda to the highest-level strategic
plans. For instance, a company might have as a starting
point 300 to 400 potential applications of AI (use
cases) across different teams and functional areas.

They cannot all be of value and need to be prioritized.
Companies need a framework for answering some
basic questions, such as what is the business value of
each use case, will it promote customer loyalty, user
satisfaction and employee satisfaction? Will it be a
differentiator in the marketplace?

Success factors

To scale AI, companies should focus on three main
success factors:
1. Drive “intentional” AI
2. Tune out data noise
3. Treat AI as a team sport

Figure 2: The difference in return on AI
investments
The difference in return on AI investments
between companies in the proof of concept
stage and strategic scalers equates to an
average of US$110 million.
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One goal of the research was to understand if there
was a relationship between successfully scaling AI
across the organization and key metrics for market
valuation. Using survey data combined with publicly
available financial data, we created a model to identify
the premium for companies in our sample that had
successfully scaled AI. We found a positive correlation
between successfully scaling AI and some key financial
metrics.
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CASE STUDY
How AI scaled from supply chain area to the whole company
A major European brewing company was under
increasing pressure to find new growth. It faced
declining beer sales and shrinking market share,
due to competition. It also had classical data
problems such as inaccuracy, lack of data
consolidation and no optimized vehicle routing
techniques.
To scale up AI, the company took more ownership
of its own data. Using the latest machine learning
techniques, it overcame data veracity issues,
developed more accurate forecasting models,
improved consumer and customer segmentations,
and enhanced sales incrementality.
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It visualized key metrics on a dashboard based on
large amounts of real-time vehicle data. This helped
the company analyze the vehicle routes with more
volume and fewer members of the sales team. Their
new advanced analytics capabilities were then
applied to more than 100 global datasets, including
sales and forecast data, social media, trade spend,
customer and product master data, and even
weather data. With an app focused on key business
decision criteria, the company was able to quickly
provide to sales and marketing actionable datadriven insights based on commercial intelligence.

Drive “intentional” AI

Along your AI journey, it’s important to consider the
iterative nature of AI projects and make sure you have
the right AI roadmap – one that can help you deliver
faster and with more rigor to get to production quickly.
Understand how AI is changing and what could be
important in the next rollout. Leading AI organizations
know how to prioritize use cases based on industry
developments and how society is evolving, in addition
to doing so for those use cases that are aligned with
their business strategy.
To scale AI, companies need to:
• Understand what business value you are trying to
generate
• Translate that understanding into a business strategy
• Focus on AI solutions that explicitly deliver on the
most critical elements of that strategy
Our research showed that 71 percent of strategic
scalers have a clearly defined strategy and operating
model for scaling AI, while only half of the companies in
the proof-of-concept stage report the same.

Tune out data noise

Each AI transformation journey starts with data.
A foundation of quality core data is an important
success factor for scaling AI. More data is not always
better, since “garbage in” usually means “garbage out”.
What’s important is knowing how to cleanse, manage,
maintain and consume the data you have.
It is important to tune out the “noise” in your data.
Companies need a strong data strategy along with
investment in data quality, data management and data
governance. This will ensure you’re getting the right
data to deliver the desired outcome with your AI
strategy.

Treat AI as a team sport

To scale up AI, companies need multi-disciplinary
teams that are embedded throughout the
organization—teams with clear sponsorship from the
top to ensure alignment with the C-suite vision. These
teams need to be staffed with the right mix of talent
to move from proof-of-concept to production. This
includes data scientists; data modelers; machine
learning, data and AI engineers; visualization experts;
and data quality, training and communications
specialists.

• Centralized organizational model – This model uses
a centralized cross-functional AI group (sometimes
called a Center of Excellence) to deliver projects to
the various businesses, geographic units and
functions.
• Hub-and-spoke model – This model includes both
centralized cross-functional AI groups (i.e. the hub or
a Center of Excellence) and separate autonomous AI
teams (i.e. the spokes) that sit within business units.
• Distributed model – Highly autonomous AI teams
are housed within each business unit or function,
with a delivery focus specific to that business unit or
function.

Path forward

As discussed, AI is no longer a “nice to have” set of
tools. AI and related data strategies are becoming the
very core of business. Since the cost of access to these
tools and strategies is on the decline, there’s little
excuse for not moving forward now to scale AI in your
company.
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Companies should carefully set up the organizational
structure and governance strategy and establish
the right connections within the business. Here are
some models:
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Service parts portfolio
rationalization
How an end-to-end lifecycle approach supported
by AI helps improve aftersales margins
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Chief Service Officers (CSOs) are under pressure to protect
and increase aftersales margins. To do so, they must
proactively manage their service parts portfolios before
the portfolio’s growing size and complexity makes that job
nearly impossible.
Aftersales revenues are an important part of many
companies’ turnovers, particularly those in the
automotive or industrial equipment industries. OEMs
in these industries do not earn much money with new
car or equipment sales, but they do earn significant
margins in their aftersales businesses. Sometimes this
accounts for up to 50 percent of total profit.1 One
integral part of aftersales across all industries is the
spare (or service) parts business: For example, in the
industrial equipment sector, it contributes up to 80
percent of total aftersales revenues and profits.2
However, OEMs now face diluted margins in aftersales,
due to the increased number of parts they must manage
that have an ever-increasing long tail end. Those parts
are also becoming more complex, no matter where
parts and components are used along the value chain
(e.g. in production, maintenance or service).

Trends that impact parts complexity

Trends that are making service parts more complex are
expected to continue unabated (see Figure 1).
Another reason parts portfolios are becoming larger
and more complex is customer demands that are
increasingly individualized. Consider a seat in a car and
the variety of options buyers have for that seat (see
Figure 2).
Each additional equipment variant requires a multiple
of additional part numbers. In the example above, the
configuration options for seat covers for a premium car
model result in more than 200 (service) parts.

Figure 1: Trends leading to larger parts complexity & portfolio
Market-/product-related trends

Internal-/operations-related trends

• Shorter product/equipment lifecycles (number
of product releases)

• Multi-supplier sourcing (number of suppliers for
parts with same specification)

• Individualization of customer demands
(number of configurations)

• Multi-location manufacturing (number of
locations where part with same specification is
manufactured)

• Expanding product portfolios & derivatives
(number of models)
• Legal warranty/support obligations (time until
end of support)
• Rise of IoT/sensors and embedded software
(number of parts per product)

• Non-standardized parts classification and
specification (number of part numbers for
same parts specification, i.e. duplicates within
locations)
• Lack of transparency regarding service parts
portfolio across locations (number of duplicates
across locations)
• Lack of consistent master data clean-up
mechanism (limited share of deactivated parts)
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Reducing parts complexity

To better manage the complexity of service parts
business, companies should consider a two-stage parts
portfolio rationalization approach (see Figure 3). It
begins with cleaning up the existing portfolio using
artificial intelligence (AI) to identify parts that can be
removed from the portfolio (e.g. duplicates). In a
second step, companies should introduce a
continuous end-to-end (E2E) lifecycle management
approach to keep their portfolios “clean” and
manageable in the long-term.

AI-powered parts portfolio
rationalization

To clean up an existing parts portfolio, companies
need to create a set of prioritized business rules and
parameters (see Figure 4) that initially steer the decision
of the machine-learning algorithm about specific part
numbers (e.g. remain active & continue planning,
remain active & phase out, or deactivate).

conduct regular internal reviews of the rules and
parameters that are refined by the analytics algorithms.
Manual adjustments or new rules can be fed back to
the analytics team to further optimize or reconfigure
the algorithms being used for portfolio rationalization.
Taking this first step can potentially lead to a reduction
of more than 15 percent of the number of active
service parts.2

End-to-end lifecycle parts portfolio
rationalization

While an E2E lifecycle approach also includes the
continuous rationalization of a portfolio using AI, it
typically focuses more on avoiding parts variance
and complexity throughout all phases of the product
and parts lifecycle (i.e. Design, Make, Operate and
Service). Accenture helped a client, a global consumer
electronics manufacturer, apply rigorous parts portfolio
management with concepts like “next best replacement”,
installed base phase-out management, targeted
buyback and differentiated service level planning.

Parts can be removed from the portfolio according to
agreed rules, unless there is a legal or voluntary
obligation to keep the parts in stock. It is important to
involve the right internal stakeholders (e.g. sales,
production or engineering) in the definition of rules, in
setting their priority and for sign-off. Companies should

Figure 2: Parts complexity for a car seat (illustrative)
Equipment options – Seat covers

Variations

Seat type

Material

Seam

Comfort seats

Sport seats

Fabric

Leather

Standard

Rhombusbicle

Junction

Service parts

Colour

Possibilities
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Exclusive

“Dakota“
Cognac

+ 5 more

Standard

“Nappa“
black

+ 8 more

Covers for seat, backrest (left and right),
headrest and thigh support
Additional parts with separate part
numbers: foam parts, heating elements

Increasing part
variance =
exponential
multiplication of
part numbers

Portfolio increases again if
Step 2 is not implemented

No action
Rising complexity if
no action is taken

AI-powered portfolio
rationalization

E2E lifecycle portfolio rationalization

• Initial one-time action

• Continuous E2E approach (incl. AI-powered
portfolio rationalization)

• For existing portfolio

• For existing & new portfolio

• Relatively high
execution effort

• Relatively high setup effort, but lower overall
effort due to complexity avoidance in early
lifecycle stages

Low

Parts portfolio complexity

High

Figure 3: Two-stage parts portfolio rationalization (illustrative)

Time

As-is

Step 1

This led to a significant decrease in parts obsolescence
and inventory, as well as a smaller parts portfolio. This
approach is most effective when organizations also go
through a mindset shift to focus on reducing complexity
in the E2E lifecycle, establishing regular feedback loops
and emphasizing concepts like “Design-to-Service”. It
also has several implications for the role of service
within the organization.

Step 2

The ultimate goal of all initiatives is to avoid the
creation of additional part numbers and to avoid and
eliminate duplicates. Of course, along the entire
product lifecycle, companies need to balance their
expected upside potential with the expected costs of
higher parts complexity. They need to do this while
considering legal obligations and company policies.

For example, service managers should be involved
early in R&D and in quality discussions with engineering
so they can contribute with service data from the field.
Figure 5 shows some options for reducing complexity
along the end-to-end product lifecycle with direct
positive impact on parts portfolio.

Figure 4: Sample parts rationalization business rules and priorities
Defined rules (example)

Priority of parameters (example)

Consider effect on customer satisfaction

0%

100%

Consider forecasted market demand

0%

100%

Take margin into account

0%

100%

Consider dependencies to other part numbers

0%

100%

Consider effect on tied-up capital

0%

100%

Consider effect on storage space and fixed costs

0%

100%

Consider effect on supplier relationships

0%

100%
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Figure 5: Parts complexity reduction along the product lifecycle
Design

Make

• Platform strategy
with focus on
interchangeability

• Late stage
customization
of parts

• Design-to-Service
approach with
focus on parts

• Standard
translation
process from
manufacturing
BOM to service
(parts) BOM

Launch product

• Rigorous
substitution and
replacement
management
• Rigid part master
data management
& technical
specification of
parts within
defined parts
classification
• Installed base
capturing
(as sold/installed)

Operate & service

• AI-powered
parts portfolio
rationalization
• Service parts
data transparency
across
manufacturing
sites

End of life

• (In-warranty)
installed base
driven phase-out
management
• Proactive
obsolescence &
deactivation
management

• IoT data driven
parts & failure rate
analytics
• 3D printing for
non-inventory
parts

Conclusion

Companies should not underestimate what it takes to
establish a mindset for reducing complexity and ensure
that service is accepted as a partner at the table –
especially in the early stages of the product lifecycle.
A rigorous portfolio rationalization approach can yield
significant benefits that will help reverse the trend
toward margin dilution in the service parts business.
This includes cost reduction in various categories on
the one hand (purchasing, storage, logistics, planning,
IT, obsolescence and capital costs) and improved
service levels and customer satisfaction on the other.
It has never been easier to use advanced analytics to
rationalize your parts portfolio. Make it a priority for
protecting your service parts business.
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approach can yield significant
benefits that will help reverse the
trend toward margin dilution in the
service parts business.
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Delivering gene
therapies
Why de-centralized digital supply chains
are key for gene therapy readiness
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Amid breakthroughs in gene therapies, effective supply
chain operations will play a critical part in preparing for gene
therapy readiness. Pharma players will need to build more
localized, digital supply chains to enable safe, reliable and
efficient operations that are fully patient focused.
Introduction

Gene therapies have long been predicted to be the
major breakthrough in medicine. However, developing
and launching successful therapies has proven to be
difficult – both from a scientific and a commercial
perspective. With the US Food and Drug Administration’s
(FDA) approval of Novartis’ Kymriah to treat
lymphoblastic leukemia in 2017, science fiction finally
became reality. In 2018 there were more than 150
investigational new gene therapy drug applications, and
as of 2020, the FDA expects gene therapy applications
to double on an annual basis1 – with a focus on
applications in oncology and treatments for rare
disease (see Figure 1).
Supply chains will play a critical part in enabling gene
therapies. Even higher quality assurance standards
must be maintained to ensure patient safety; while at
the same time needing to deal with low economies of
scale. In our view, pharma players with strong gene

therapy pipelines must build more localized, digital
ecosystems to enable safe, reliable and efficient supply
chains; and building these capabilities should be a
central component of preparing for gene therapy
readiness.

The science behind gene therapy

At its core, gene therapy is the use of genetic
modification to treat human diseases. By identifying the
genetic cause of a specific disease, a new gene can be
introduced into the patient’s cells to compensate for a
defective gene. Two types of therapies are being
developed: autologous and allogeneic therapies (see
Figure 2). Autologous therapies are produced from a
patient’s own cells. Cells are extracted, re-engineered
in a laboratory and subsequently re-administered into
the individual. This process is extremely costly and
associated with significant risks, associated with a
highly time-critical supply chain.

Figure 1: Regenerative medicine clinical trials by therapeutic area 20182
Oncology

598
67

Cardiovascular

58

Musculoskeletal
Central Nervous System

57

Endocrine, Metabolic, Genetic Disorders

42

Ophthamology

39

Dermatology

35

Hematology

34

Immunology and Inflammation

30
23

Infectuous Diseases
Gastroenterology

14

Genitourinary Disorders

12

Respiratory

9

Surgery

3

Lymphatic diseases

3

Geriatric Diseases

2

Ear Diseases

2

58% (598) of all current clinical trials are in
oncology including leukemia, lymphoma, and
cancers of the brain, breast, bladder, cervix, colon,
esophagus, ovaries, pancreas, and others
7% (67) are in cardiovascular disorders
including congestive heart failure, myocardial
infarction, critical limb ischemia, heart disease,
and others
6% (58) are in musculoskeletal disorders
including spinal muscular atrophy, osteoarthritis,
muscular dystrophies, cartilage defects, and bone
fractures and disorders, and others
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Allogeneic therapies, in contrast, are “off-the-shelf”
and can address these issues partly, given that patients
receive cells from donor tissues that are produced in
larger batches, more in keeping with established
biological (large molecule) processes.
A recent Informa survey indicated that more than
60% of gene therapy professionals believe allogeneic
therapies to have higher potential for commercial
success.3 However, both types of therapies continue
to be tested in current clinical trials.

Traditional vs. gene therapy supply
chains

Supply chains required for gene therapy treatments
have similar safety and regulatory requirements
as large molecule products based on chemical
technologies (see Figure 3). However, they face
additional complexities, for both allogeneic and
autologous gene-therapy treatments:
• A relatively small patient population, resulting in
much lower economies of scale. While this can be
addressed from a production perspective for
allogeneic therapies, autologous treatments are
always truly personalized and thus fully make-toorder
• Need for more direct patient interaction, which
leads to short response times for serialized
treatments when patients’ conditions change, even
if the therapies must be shipped a long distance.

• Highly thermally instable products with short
shelf-lives, i.e. stricter cold chain and timing
requirements. For instance, patient cells required for
the manufacturing of Holoclar, an autologous stem
cell therapy, must be received by manufacturer
within 24 hours after extraction.4

Implications for gene therapy supply
chain management

Given the supply, demand and product characteristics
of gene therapy treatments, we see five critical
considerations that supply chain leaders should bear
in mind as they start to build and optimize their supply
chains (see Figure 4). They should: ensure timely
distribution and production; be compliant and safe;
operate with on-demand supply dynamics; provide full
chain-of-custody documentation; and achieve
economies of scale.

Enabling reliable and efficient
supply chain operations through
de-centralized networks

To address these implications in their supply chains,
particularly dealing with short lead-time requirements,
pharma companies will need to establish more
decentralized supply chains. This should involve more
regional operational hub facilities for planning and
managing production and logistics operations (see
Figure 5). Particularly for autologous treatments, these
facilities will enable make-to-order production in an
effective, but agile small-scale individualized manner.

Figure 2: Comparison of allogeneic and autologous gene therapies
Allogeneic therapies

Autologous therapies

Type of therapy

Universal, “off-the-shelf” therapy

Patient-specific therapy

Description

Therapies are manufactured in large batches from
unrelated donor tissues (e.g. bone marrow)

Therapies are manufactured as a single lot from
cells extracted from the patient being treated

Examples

Takeda – ALOFISEL – Crohn’s disease

Novartis – KYMRIAH – Lymphocytic Leukemia
Kite Pharma – YESCARTA – Lymphoma

Evaluation
Efficacy

- Lower efficacy and treatment durability
- Greater risk of GvHD and rejection

+ Typically higher efficacy
- Requires full gene modification

Timing

+ Treatment can start right away

- Treatment preparation takes 2-3 weeks

Cost

+ Scalable manufacturing in batches and thus
lower cost

- Difficult to scale manufacturing, given
individualized lots

Reliability

+ Therapeutic doses can be more readily
guaranteed

- On-demand production associated with
potential errors
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Figure 4: Five critical considerations to build
and optimize supply chains for gene therapy
treatments

The need for this was highlighted by Novartis’ opening
of a second manufacturing facility for Kymriah in
Switzerland in November 2019.5 This second facility
allows Novartis to manufacture its autologous
treatments for European patients, thereby opening a
critical bottleneck that previously required two flights
to its initially only site in New Jersey.

1

Qualification of processes and supply chain partners
should also be performed by these operational hubs.
This is required to ensure full compliance with local
regulation. Further it facilitates closely collaborating
with local partners. This is needed as maintaining a
suitable chain of custody documentation is challenging,
given that robust procedures are required to account
for different settings and individuals at multiple
organizations. To nonetheless maintain full oversight
and drive required global standardization, a global HQ
function should be in place, accountable for overall
governance, compliance and risk management. This
also encompasses the maintenance of a globally
harmonized technical solution for end-to-end visibility
and integration.

Ensuring timely
distribution &
production

Operate in more
decentralized
networks

2

Ensuring compliant &
safe operations

Provide appropriate risk
and quality management
systems

3

Handling on-demand
supply dynamics

Built integrated planning
& capacity management
capability

4

Ensuring full chain-ofcustody documentation

Maintain full visibility &
E2E supply chain
integration

5

Achieving economies
of scale

Drive rigorous
standardization

Figure 3: Comparison of treatment and supply chain characteristics
Supply chain stage-specific characteristics
Product/
treatment
type

Overall
supply chain
characteristics

API*
production

Finished product
production

Logistics

Healthcare
delivery

Small molecules
• Off-the-shelf
• Large patient
population
• Reliable sales
• Thermally stable

• Global supplier
• High degree of
networks
centralization
• High degree of
• Stable production
centralization
schedules
• Partly API-specific
assets

• Packaged goods
• Largely
wholesalers,
• Consolidated, global
hospitals and
primary distribution in
pharmacies
large drop sizes
• Temperature controlled

Large molecules – Gene therapies
Allogeneic

• Off-the-shelf
• Small patient
population
• Reliable sales
• Thermally instable

• Regionalized bio-banking facilities
and production facilities (co-located)
• Stable production (bioprocessing)
schedules

•
•
•
•

Living tissue goods
Courier distribution
Cold chain
One-directional to
patient Living tissue
goods
• Courier distribution
• Cold chain
• One-directional to
patient

• Direct to patient
in treatment
location

Autologous

• Customized
• Extremely small
patient population
• On-demand sales
• Thermally instable

• Localized production facilities
• Irregular production schedules

•
•
•
•

• Direct to patient
in treatment
location

*

Living tissue goods
Courier distribution
Cold chain
Two-directional to and
from patient

Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient
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Figure 3: Decentralized supply chain operations approach for gene therapies
Global governance headquarter
• Guidelines & standards
• Quality management systems
• Governance, compliance &
risk management

Orchestrate activities of production &
replenishment network, ensuring supply of
required goods, services and governance

• Quality assurance testing
• Quality control testing

Hub Europa

Hub America

De-Central operational hub facilities
• Execute production and replenishment operations
• Consists of technical and operational roles
• Manages day-to-day operations

*

Good Manufacturing Practice

• Operates based on country/region specific GMP &
GDP** practices
• Manages local partners and service
providers

** Good Distribution Practice

Technology as an enabler for safe
and reliable patient supply

The list of challenges to delivering gene-therapy
treatments doesn’t stop there: Companies will also
need smart packaging for effective serialization
and real-time tracking solutions and advanced
scheduling capabilities. This is particularly the case
for autologous therapies that are patient-specific.
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More decentralized supply chains
with regional hub facilities for planning
and managing production & logistic
operations will be key for effectively
fulfilling gene therapy.
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Breaking
functional silos
How to integrate financial planning into
S&OP with organizational changes
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Integrating financial planning and sales and operations
planning (S&OP) offers significant ways for improvement.
To overcome the organizational barriers that often
prevents a successful transformation, three key factors
must be considered.
More and more companies are using digital tools in
sophisticated ways to improve sales and operations
planning, for instance by integrating financial planning
(e.g. financial forecasting and budgeting) into the
function. The process can be supported by artificial
intelligence (AI), advanced analytics and automated
reconciliation mechanisms that derive the sales and
operations plan and the financial plan from data.
When a so-called financial integration is done,
companies have more accurate financial and operational
plans, a “single source of truth” about underlying data,
demand risks and opportunities, price forecasts,
assumptions and supply risks across the company, and
the S&OP function gains strategic relevance.

Accenture research has found that only 44 percent
of supply chain executives believe that technology
and legacy systems are the main barriers to achieve
transformations towards an integrated planning model.1
However, 79 percent think the supply chain operating
model – in particular organizational set-up and
alignment – represents a bigger challenge on the
pathway.2

Common pitfalls of financial
integration with artificial intelligence

In order to understand the organizational
consequences and change risks, we must explore the
operating model and process differences first. Figure 1
compares a non-integrated model and an integrated
financial planning / S&OP model supported by artificial
intelligence and analytics.

Figure 1: Non-integrated vs. integrated planning models
Example of a non-integrated S&OP & financial planning
1

2

3

S&OP data –
often in volume

S&OP process, with own
analytics

Sales &
operations plan

Financial planning data –
often in value

Financial forecasting &
budgeting process
with own analytics

Financial forecast &
budget

4

Reconciliation –
trying to understand
mismatches

Example of integrating financial planning and S&OP
1

2

3

S&OP, scenarios
“Single source of
truth” – S&OP and
financial planning
data

Partially automated process,
inbuild reconciliation, AI &
analytics. Focus on crossfunctional decision making

Financial forecast &
budget, scenarios
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In non-integrated models, plans are often derived from
different data sets; planning frequency, planning levels
and horizons often differ; different analytics are used
by S&OP vs. finance; and both parties may find it timeconsuming to understand differences in the plans to
make the right decision.

However, several organizational barriers can prevent
companies from achieving these advantages, such as
intra-firm politics (e.g. fear of the loss of autonomy),
different approaches to planning (e.g. yearly vs. a
rolling basis) and conflicting goals between finance
and sales / operations.

When a financial integration has taken place, S&OP and
finance share a “single source of truth” which captures
all data and assumptions from both. As mentioned, the
process can be supported by artificial intelligence,
analytics and automated reconciliation mechanisms
that derive the sales and operations plan and the
financial plan from existing data and from rules that
were aligned between finance and supply chain
management. Adding these capabilities also makes
plans more transparent – e.g. differences in the sales
and operations and the finance plans happen by rules
and become more visible: What is the best estimate
scenario? What are upsides and risks scenarios? And
which of those scenarios feed into the financial plan
and which feed into the sales and operations plan?

In fact, if companies neglect proper organizational
alignment in their financial integrations, they may end
up in a worse situation than before they made the
integration attempt. They may see a build-up of parallel
planning processes, resistance from functions, and
confusion about the resulting plans and key
performance indicators, to name a few examples.

Financial plans created this way also become more
accurate. That’s because they are developed every
month instead of every year, and planners can
incorporate far greater detail and use them to react
faster to short-term developments.

Companies can build trust in the S&OP process and
increase its overall effectiveness by establishing
“integrator roles” between finance, sales and
operations. The main goal of the integrator team is to
achieve a cultural change that improves the overall
company performance. It is not designed to optimize
only one function.

Essentially, an integrated model transforms S&OP from
a tactical to a strategic process. S&OP transitions from
a paradigm for volume-oriented supply chain planning
to a model for value-driven business planning.

Our project experience has shown three ways to
prevent functional silos so that the integration of
financial planning into S&OP succeeds. We have
developed these three ways into a framework (see
Figure 2).

Integrator roles

Figure 2: Framework to overcome organizational barriers
Integrator roles

Trust

Adherence

Ownership

CFO commitment
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Clear responsibilities

In particular, those in integrator roles should coordinate
tasks and activities, build bridges and frame the
relationship between finance and S&OP. Integrators
must be perceived as impartial and objective by all
functions. They should be communicative and
proactive in managing the change, moderate S&OP
meetings and give updates from one function to
another.

Clear responsibilities

Secondly, finance should “own” the task of creating
the final budget and financial forecasts, as it did before.
However, it must be made clear to finance that the
underlying S&OP forecast or reconciliation mechanism
is no longer an autonomous area of responsibility.
Instead, the forecast / mechanism must be agreed on
with other parties. Even though a financial integration
means that all plans are derived from a “single source
of truth”, we have observed that it is useful to allow for
small differences in plans for the various functions.
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By doing so, functions can account for the different
expectations of those internal customers who need
the plans. Once a financial integration is done, finance
will not only be responsible for financial forecasts and
budgets in S&OP, but also for price forecasting,
preparing the profitability impact of decision scenarios
in the S&OP meeting, and for translating S&OP
decisions into financial statements.

CFO commitment

A third important point is getting the full commitment
of the CFO for your financial integration. Otherwise, it
will be doomed to fail. CFOs and finance departments
are powerful, and this means that finance employees
may ignore the new process and carry on with their
former planning procedures. However, with a full and
public commitment by the CFO, finance can get behind
the financial integration transformation journey and
fully collaborate with the S&OP function.

So what?

On the path to a financial integration in the S&OP,
executives should make clear that the human factor
can be as important as any technology. Our framework
is a first step on the path to enable financial integration
and make use of the full potential of digital technologies
for sales and operations planning.
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